VERB TENSES
Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense:
1- Last night's storm (do) a lot of damage to buildings in our area.
{ did }
2- They ( play ) a football match next week.
{will play, are playing , are going to play }
3- In 1986, my family and I ( return ) to England.
{ returned }
4- They ( work) since 8 o'clock this morning.
{have worked, have been working }
5- What( you do) since I last saw you?
{ have you been doing}
6- I went to see Ali in hospital. He (break) his leg during a football match.
{ had broken}
7- Studies showed that the disaster (kill) one third of the population.
{ had killed }
8- If he goes by plane, he (arrive) in Malaysia the same day. [ 2009 ]
{will arrive }
9- You ( ever learn) a musical instrument?
{have you ever learnt }
10- My uncle finally passed his driving test. He (take) the test three times already.
{had taken}
11- By the end of 1854, about a quarter of the population of Ireland ( leave ) for other
parts of the world.
{ had left }
12- We (just come back ) from Lattakia.
{have just come back}
13- I (live) in my house since { have lived, have been living }
14- My friends (have) a party last week
{ had }
15- He (talk) to his friend when the phone rang.
{was talking }
16- When the Mayor visited the landfill, he (find) that it was full.
{ found }
17- You ( have) a holiday yet this year?
{ have you had }
18- Thunder and rain ( be ) part of weather.
{ are }
19- I went to the doctor's this morning because I( feel) ill during the night.
{ had felt }
20- I ( dream) of visiting China for many years. Last year I spent two months there.
{ had dreamt, had been dreaming }
21- My sister and her husband moved into a new flat at the weekend. Before that they
(live) with her husband's parents.
{had lived }
22- My father retired last year. He ( work) for the same company all his life.
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{ had worked, had been working }
23- He fell asleep at the wheel of his car because he (drive) nearly 1000 kilometers
without break.
{ had driven }
24- He (look) for work for only two weeks. Then yesterday he was offered two jobs.
{ had looked , had been looking}
25- In 1975 they (leave) England on an aeroplane.
{ left }
26- My school (be opened) in 1975.
{ was opened }
27- He usually (ring) at this time.
{ rings }
28- You (look) very pale.
{ look }
29-I (not sleep) very well recently.
{haven't slept , haven't been sleeping }
30- I ( not see) him for over a year.
{ haven't seen }
31- (You play) tennis before?
{ have you played}
32- Sofia (arrive) in England seven years ago.
{ arrived }
33- She (be) back to Poland several times to see her family.
{ has been }
34- She (never want) to stay in England.
{has never wanted}
35- Two years ago, she (get) married to a teacher at her school.
{ got }
36- I ( not see ) you this week.
{ haven't seen }
37- The volcano erupted while the people (sleep).
{ were sleeping }
38- Irish people emigrated because many (die) of starvation.
{ had died, were dying}
39- I feel tired. He (not sleep) at all for the last three nights
{haven't slept, haven't been sleeping }
40- We have to start work very early. I wish we (not have) to start work so early.
{didn't have }
41- He ( just come off) the football pitch.
{ has just come off}
42- Al Ain ( be ) the second biggest city in Abu Dhabi.
{ is }
43- If you (be) lucky, you may see the giant panda in its natural habitat.
{ are }
44- Major recycling plants have been (build) in the last few years.
{ built }
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45- Forests (consume) carbon dioxide.
{ consume }
46- We were driving home when we (come) across a burning car.
{ came}
47- It ( take ) about 90 minutes to drive between Al Ain and Abu Dhabi.
{takes }
48- Sunil ( work) sixteen hours a day.
{works}
49- He has just been (offer ) a well- paid job with Radio Four.
{ offered }
50- She travelled to India where she (meet) many friends.
{met }
51- He said he (never do) paid work before.
{ had never done }
52- Since their marriage, Alberto and Maria ( spend ) all their time together.
{ have spent }
53- They (live) in this town all their lives.
{ have been living}
54- He (study) law since last year.
{ has studied, has been studying }
55- When the rescue team ( arrive ), many areas of the city had been destroyed
completely. [2013]
{ arrived }
56- The course of the river ( be changed) in 1999.
{ was changed }
57- If you ( make ) a mistake, you have to do your homework again.
{ make }
58- If he (drive) fast and the police see him, he will have to face the music.
{ drives }
59-The police arrested the man who (break) into a jeweler's shop.
{ had broken, was breaking }
60- He (start) work at 7 every morning.
{ starts }
61- You (get) a good seat if you arrive early.
{will get }
62- (you have) a holiday yet this year?
{ have you had }
63- It (rain) for three hours.
{ has rained, has been raining }
64- In recent decades, efforts (be made)to save endangered species in Syria.
{ have been made }
65- How long (you be ) married?
{ have you been}
66- Mrs Chin said she ( never do ) paid work.
{ had never done }
67- When I was 12, I ( make ) my decision not to eat any more fast food.
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{ made }
68- Al Ain's International Airport(have) over half a million passengers each year.
{ has }
69- Every week I ( do ) the shopping for my mother.
{ do }
70- If you wanted to build a factory, you (do) it in the industrial sector.
{ would do }
71- By 1979, Eddy Merckx ( break ) more records than any other cyclist in history.
{ had broken }
72- If you drive too fast and the police stop you, you ( have ) to face the music.
{ will have }
73- Faisal's car lights were on all night. He must (forget) to switch the lights off.
{ have forgotten }
74- Dates (grow) on trees.
{ grow }
75- It must (be) the postman. He always comes at this time.
{ be }
76- I (play) tennis three times so far this week.
{ have played }
77- Tree Kangaroos are (hunt) for their meat and fur.
{ hunted }
78- If you (travel) to the mountains, you would have seen the snow.
{ had travelled }
79- My journey to work (get) worse every day.
{ gets }
80- Brides rarely (make) their own dresses.
{ make }
81- In 1986 Michael Asher ( be ) the first Westerner to cross the Sahara Desert.
{ was }
82- Last year I (spend) two months in China.
{ spent }
83- Rami (play) computer games for the last two hours.
{ has played, has been playing }
84- Before 1963, people (try) to reach the summit of Everest for many years.
{ had tried, had been trying}
85- (You fill) in the application for that job yet?
{ have you filled }
86- My car is badly scratched. It has to be (repaint).
{ repainted }
87- Before she went to sleep, she (drink) a cup of hot milk.
{ drank, had drunk }
88- Birds' nests are (often build) at the top of trees where the eggs will be safe.
{ often built }
89- Many nests (be made) from grass, twigs or feathers.
{ are made }
90- In some countries, the nests of rare birds (be protected) by law.
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{ are protected }
91- Damascus ( be ) located in the south-west of Syria. [ 2013 ]
{ is }
92- Damascus (be ) occupied by many peoples before becoming the Syrian capital.
{ was , had been }
93- Damascus is a popular tourist destination ; many thousands of people ( visit) the
city to see its monuments from different periods of history.
{ visit }
94- The famous Hejaz train station (transport) passengers to Amman.
{ transports}
95- A huge variety of items (be sold ) in the souks of Damascus.
{ is sold }
96- In recent years, many companies (build) their offices in the new part of the city.
{ have built}
97- You should think carefully before you (make) your decision.
{ make }
98- If I (make) a mistake now, I could do a lot of damage to a lot of people.
{ made}
99- The economic success of 1960s and 1970s (be funded) by oil.
{ was funded }
100- Every country (develop) its own code of law over thousands of years.
{ has developed }
101- James was very nervous when he (arrive) at the airport.
{ arrived }
102- He (study) law for three years.
{ has studied, has been studying }
103- Hassan (write) an essay all morning.
{ has been writing }
104- The police sergeant ( interview) two people so far today.
{ has interviewed }
105- The detectives ( interview) people all week.
{ have been interviewing }
106-I (play) tennis three times.
{ have played }
107- How long (you do) these things?
{ have you been doing }
108- I (play) the piano since I was 13.
{ have played, have been playing }
109- On February 29th 1960, an earthquake (hit) the Moroccan city of Agadir.
{ hit }
110- James was nervous because he ( never fly) before.
{ had never flown }
111- Ruba didn't feel very confident about taking her driving test. She (fail) twice.
{ had failed }
112- Salah didn't recognize his friend. He (not see) him for years.
{ had not seen }
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113- Firass found it difficult to get up this morning. He (work) late the night before.
{ had worked }
114- When Leila read the letter she couldn't stop smiling. She (pass) her exams.
{ had passed }
115- Samer couldn't contact his brother because he (switch) his phone off.
{ had switched }
116- I (try) to phone you all morning.
{ have been trying }
117- I (sort) out my bedroom cupboards all morning.
{ have been sorting }
118- You look tired. What (you do)?
{ have you been doing }
119- I (play) football all morning.
{ have been playing }
120- I am hot. I ( not have ) a cold drink since breakfast.
{ haven't had }
121- In 1854 a quarter of the population of Ireland ( emigrate) abroad.
{ emigrated }
122- By 1854 a quarter of the population of Ireland ( emigrate) abroad.
{ had emigrated }
123- Desertification usually (occur) in dry areas.
{ occurs }
124- Since coming from Poland, Sofia (work) as a primary school teacher.
{ has worked, has been working }
125- Desertification (affect) 74% of the land of North America.
{ affects }
126- From 1950 to 2000, over a million migrants (enter) the country.
{ entered }
127- I (not see) Ibrahim for over a week.
{ haven't seen }
128- Yesterday he (be offered) two jobs.
{ was offered }
129- (You play) tennis before?
{ have you played }
130- I (walk) through town when suddenly thought about my friend Tareq.
{ was walking }
131- The Panama Canal, which ( join ) the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, opened to
shipping in 1914. [ 2012 ]
{ joins }
132- We didn't build our own house. We (have) it built by a local construction
company.
{ had }
133- People (have) their cars serviced professionally two or three times a year.
{ have }
134- Omar passed all his exams. He (revise) non-stop for a month.
{ had revised, had been revising}
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135- My uncle finally passed his driving test. He (take) the test three times.
{ had taken }
136- The original Most Blanc Tunnel (be ) completed in 1965.
{ was }
137- It was more than two days before the fire ( be ) put out by fire fighters.
{ was }
138- During the period 1970-2000, the number of migrants in the world (rise) from
82 million to 175 million.
{ rose }
139- In recent years migration into Europe and Russia (increase).
{ has increased }
140- In Australia, since 1945 over six million people (arrive) to settle. [ 2012 ]
{ have arrived}
141- I (not see) you for ages.
{ haven't seen }
142- Throughout history people (move) from one country to another.
{ have moved }
143- Al Ain (be ) located 160 km east of the capital.
{ is }
144- Al Ain's International Airport (be ) opened in 1994.
{ was }
145- At the age of seven, my brother Amar (play) football for a local club.
{ played }
146- My father (retire) last year.
{ retired }
147- Throughout history elephants( be ) hunted for their tusks.
{ have been }
148- Hillary climbed Mount Everest in 1953 as part of a British expedition. He
(attempt) it several times before.
{ had attempted }
149- By the time Hillary and Tenzing reached the top they were exhausted. They
(climb) for many days.
{ had climbed, had been climbing }
150- Hillary and Tenzing underwent thorough health checks when they returned to the
base camp. They ( experience) extremely cold conditions.
{ had experienced }
151- Hillary and Tenzing raised a flag when they made it to the summit. He (reach)
the highest point on Earth.
{ had reached }
152- The ceremony was (report) in the news last night.
{ reported }
153- Mont Blanc Tunnel (be designed) to carry 450.000 vehicles a year.
{ was designed }
154- When the rescue team arrived, many areas of the city (be destroyed)
completely.
{ had been destroyed }
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155- The driver stopped after smoke ( be ) seen coming out of the lorry's engine.
{ was , had been }
156- A person is innocent until someone (prove) that he is guilty.
{ proves }
157- Major recycling plants( be built) in the last few years.
{ have been built }
158- The price of property ( increase ) dramatically recently.
{ has increased }
159- He had to pay a fine because he ( drive) without insurance.
{ was driving }
160- Fadia didn't go to school because she (feel) ill.
{ felt }
161- It would be better if people (travel) to work at different times of the day.
{ travelled }
162-Residents of Agadir ( leave ) the city after the earthquake of 1960.
{ left }
163- If they didn't speak Arabic, I (use) English.
{ would use }
164- We arrived at the theatre late. The play (already begin).
{ had already begun }
165- Although the earthquake lasted only 15 seconds, it (be) one of the most
destructive earthquakes of the 20th century. [ 2012 ]
{ was }
166- The Channel Tunnel ( link ) Britain and France.
{ links }
167- The Channel Tunnel ( be completed ) in 1994.
{ was completed }
168- Burj Al-Arab ( be ) one of the most expensive hotels in the world.
{ is }
169- Burj Al-Arab ( stand ) in the sea off the coast of Dubai.
{ stands }
170- 5600 workers ( die ) between 1904 and 1914 while constructing the Panama
Canal.
{ died }
171- Since coming to England, she ( work ) as a primary school teacher.
{ has worked, has been working }
172- The couple ( recently have ) a baby.
{ have recently had }
173- When Sofia first arrived in Britain, she ( not imagine ) she would settle here.
{ didn't imagine }
174- She ( be ) in England for seven years.
{ has been}
175- ( you speak ) to Ibrahim recently?
{ have you spoken }
176- The place where an animal ( live ) is called its habitat.[2013]
{ lives }
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177- The authorities ( just give ) the green light to the building of a new airport.
{ have just given }
178- They ( work ) very hard recently.
{ have worked, have been working}
179- Aubergines ( grow ) on plants.
{ grow }
180- We usually ( do ) the shopping at the weekend.
{ do }
181- We ( drive ) home on the motorway yesterday evening when we came across a
burning car.
{ were driving }
182- These two ( look ) similar.
{ look }
183- Hillary returned to the Himalayas and set up a charity to help the local people.
He ( befriend ) many of the sherpas.
{ had befriended }
184- They finished making Leila's dress a week before the wedding. They ( make ) it
for over a month.
{ had made, had been making }
185- Everyone enjoyed the family celebration. Reem and her sons ( make ) all the
food themselves.
{ had made }
186- I received a letter from Hiba yesterday. She ( promise ) to write since last year.
{ had promised, had been promising }
187- Omar Khayyam ( live ) from 1048 to 1133.
{ lived }
188- Mozart ( write ) a lot of interesting music.
{ wrote }
189- In Australia, since 1945 over six million people ( arrive ) to settle. [ 2012 ]
{ have arrived }
190- Ali ( study ) law and history for four years. [ 2013 ]
{ has studied, has been studying }
191- She ( train ) to be a doctor for six years.
{ has trained, has been training }
192- Nawal ( write ) her economics essay all morning.
{ has been writing }
193- The police ( interview ) people all week.
{ have been interviewing }
194- Some of the migrants chose to emigrate, while others ( have ) to move because
of wars.
{ had }
195- In recent years migration into Europe has increased, while in other parts of the
world numbers ( fall ).
{ have fallen }
196- Hiba ( have ) a new job after she graduated.( ) أدتي علمي2014
{ had }
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197- They ( break ) the law- they should be punished. { have broken }
198- I ( break ) my leg – which means I can't go skiing this year.{ have broken }
199- I ( pass ) my driving test, so I can borrow his car next week.{ have passed }
200- He was careful about his diet, ( eat ) only healthy food.{ eating }
201- This time next year, they (be, prepair) for their final exams.will be preparing
202- What …… we ………(be, do) in ten years’ time?(Will be doing)
203- By 2019 CE, the new motorway……….(have, open)(will have opened)
204- We’re late! By the time we get to the station, the train……………...(will, go) (will have gone)

Verb فعل
produce
product
medicate
Inherit
Origin
Invent
discover
influence
translate
appreciate
educate
Collect
Install
Weave
Attract
Create
Operate
Expect
contemporise

Achieve

Noun اسم

Adjective صفة

production /producer
production
medicine medication
nine
inheritance heritage inheritor
origin originality
invention inventor
discovery
influence
translation
archaeology archaeologist
appreciation
education
collection
installation
tradition
weaving
attraction
creation creativity creature
operation
expectance
contemporisation
culture
majority
achievement

Productive
Productive
Medical
Ninth
Inheritable
original
inventive
discovered
influential
translated
archaeological
appreciated
educational educative
collective
installing installed
traditional
woven
attractive
creative
operational
expectant
contemporary
cultural
major

1 The Middle East is famous for the……………… of olive oil. (produce)
2 Ibn Sina wrote……………………………… textbooks. (medicine)
3 Fatima al-Fihri was born in the ………………………….century. (nine)
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Adverb ظرف

productively
medically

originally
inventively
influentially

appreciatively
educationally
collectively
traditionally
attractively

expectantly
contemporarily
culturally

4 My father bought our house with an……………………….. from his grandfather. (inherit)
5 Scholars have discovered an………………… document from the twelfth century. (origin)
6 Do you think the wheel was the most important…………………………… ever? (invent)
7 Al-Kindi made many important mathematical……………………………. . (discover)
8 Who was the most………………………………… writer of the twentieth century? (influence)
9 One of the most important things that we give children is a good…………... (educate)
10 If you work hard, I’m sure you will……………………… (success)
11 Congratulations! Not many people ………………………..such high marks. (achievement)
12 My father works for an………………………… that helps to protect the environment. (organise)
13 It’s amazing to watch the ……………………….of a baby in the first year of life. (develop)
14 We went to a concert yesterday. The music was written by a new young composer, so it
was…………………………….. (contemporary).
15 When we go on school trips, we always learn new things because the trips are _________.
(educate)
16 King Hussein was a _____________ world figure in the twentieth century. (majority)
17 Photography and painting are two examples of the _____________ arts. (vision)
18 Art, music and literature are all part of our _____________ life. (culture)
19 Petra is an important…………………… site. archaeology
20 I will be going to university to continue my…………. educate .
21 In our exam, we had to ………………a text from Arabic into English. translation
22 They are going to…………………… a new air conditioning unit in our flat.
23 Thank you for your help, I really……………………………..it. appreciation
24 Have you seen Nasser’s …………………….of postcards? He’s got hundreds!
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